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ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES WITH SODAR AT KALPAKKAM

K.M.SOMAYAJ1 *

1. INIRUUUCIION

<-> cioDDler SODAR for measurement of wind characteristics at

Ji'ferent. heiahts has been installed at HA5L. . 1GCAR Kaloakkam and

is in operation since Januarv 1990. T!"<e technical sDeci f ications

and uther details c" the SODAR are oiven in Annex 1. The basic

ascect; o' SODAP, sit m e considerations and installation details

-j r e Q 1 «en in fi:vijv 2.

The 3CDAR is a remote s e n s m a instrument "for detection of

wind orc.fi le and teniDerciture stnitturi? in *.he lower a tmosDhere.

The system ooerates accordina to the same orinciole as radsr, but

uset ALC'Jiti. waves instead o'f ni I crowaves. A s^iort and powerful

t)t.cjstii. D U i iu is trar^.-M tied if to the atmosDhere and aets

L" a t: i-s ••-a! tn-red at various heiahts cue in the presence of

itiBb, The wind profiles at various altitudes are

oTi tt>e received S I Q H S I DV es t una I ina the doooler shift

nc-. suffered D« the transmitted siarial and the echo

a^ -ect'ived t>v the vertical antenna reveals information

abuut the tei!'L::" at'-'-y structure at »at"iCî :s altitudes. Graphical

•jre^pntiitLjn of t!-it? c-fcicessed me teorol oc i ca I data and real time

• ibooi! ..'i •->o I a . uf echo si_atterinc intensity is on a colour

T.rjr- i to- .

* Safety Research & Health Physics Prouramme, I6CAR, Kalpakkam



The following information is printed out based upon the user

selectable input parameters and the averaging times, in addition

tc being stored on the hard disk of a computer.

1. Horizontal wind components and their SNRs

2. Horizontal winds and their direction at various altitudes

3. Vertical winds at various altitudes

4. Vertical wind standard deviation

5. Base echo layer depth

6. Mixing height

7. Stability class

Further, the backscattering intensity data as obtained by

the vertical antenna is processed and converted into shaded

characters and displayed on the monitor. This backscatter

intensity magnitude corresponds to the intensity of temperature

structure / fluctuations in the air mass over the antenna. The

fluctuations are! associated with atmospheric turbulence. These

patterns contain a great amount of information on thermal

structural details of the lower atmosphere such as thermal

plumes, ground based inversions, air mass fronts, elevated

inversions, rrultaple layer echoes, sea breeze circulation cells

and rising inversion layers.

An analysis of the SGDAR data for the period from July 1 to

September 30, 1990 is presented in the following sections.

A broad summary of the observations is given below.

Quantitative correlations of wind speed with height has been

possible. The data have brought out the diurnal variation in the

vertical wind profile pattern which information is useful in

assessment of atmospheric diffusion. SODAR data has provided a

means of classification of the stability class based on one of

the turbulence parameters, namely Ow, the standard deviation of

the vertical wind speed. The classification so obtained is

compared with the stability class as derived from tower

measuremen i;s.



The thermal stratification of the atmosphere evidenced by

the convective boundary layer during daytime and the stable

boundary layer during night time, has been clearly brought out by

SODAR data: Likewise, information on mixing layer height and the

height of the rising inversion layers is available. The former

determines the extent of mixing of effluents in the atmosphere

and the latter defines the boundary conditions for mixing of

effluents or indicates the onset of fumigation conditions.

Interesting aspects of sea-breeze formation, such as its

time of occurrence, the growth of sea-breeze cells and the

development of the internal boundary layer are also brought out

clearly by SODAR.

The report discusses some observations regarding the site

selection, installation and operation of SODARs. The annexures at

the end of the report outlines basic theory of SODARs, some

aspects of turbulence and dispersion in atmosphere and the

various stability classification schemes. Some details regarding

land/sea-breeze circulations and inversions are also given-in the-

annexures.



5L-- VERTICAL WIND PROFILE

The olanetarv boundary layer (PBL) is that portion of the

atmosphere which occurs between the earth's surface and the free

atmosphere?. Apove the P3L, the winds are generally parallel to

the isobars (geostrophic winds), as the pressure gradient force

is in balance with the horizontal component of Coriolis force

(apparent acceleration force as felt in a moving co-ordinate

system due to the rotation of the earth). Pressure gradient force

can be expressed as -1/p (dP/dn), where p is the density. It is

proportional to the pressure gradient and the force is from high

to low pressure region. The Corioiis force manifests itself as a

deviation or deflection of all moving bodies to the right of the

direction of motion in the Northern hemisphere because the earth

rotates Eastward. It is zero at the equator and maximum at the

poles- This force is directly proportional to the speed of the

moving body and acts at right angles to the flow.

The Coriolis force is given by f = 2 w V Sin<f,

where V is the velocity of the moving body

w is the angular velocity of the earth and

(p is the latitude.

At lower heights, this gradient wind is influenced by the

surface friction effects of the earth leading to a change in the

speed and the direction of the wind. The dependence of

geostrophic *.md magnitude on pressure and the turning of the

wind as one comes closer to the surface, is well illustrated by

Ekman spiral bhown in Fig 1.

Nearer to the surface , in the surface boundary layer, winds

are affected signif1ctmt1y by surface friction, also called

roughness. Theoretica11y Ekman spiral indicates a maximum of

about 45 degree deviation in the wind direction. However, the

wind direction depends not only on the wind speed, surface

heating, -and differential temperature gradient but also on the

nature of the upwind surface.



Table 1 shows the typical deviations in wind direction and

reduction in wind speed. The data correspond to periods when the

geostrophic winds were dominant and the local effects were

negligible.

TABLE i

z

(m)

550

500

4 50

400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

Wind

Speed

(m/s)

14.8

13.0

12.3

12.1

12.6

12.1

12.2

12.1

12.0

11.1

9.6

Wind

Dir

deg

317.2

307.0

306.4

305.6

296.8

300.6

299.9

29B.1

297.4

300.2

297.7

Wind

Speed

(m/s)

15.6

18.5

17.8

18.0

16.3

15.3

14.1

12.1

9.9

7.2

4.2

Wind

Dir

deg

306.0

302.4

300.2

299.4

294.8

291.1

290.0

285.9

285.8

281.9

279.5

Wind

Speed

(m/s)

—

-

-

-

12.6

11.9

10.1

9.4

8.5

6.2

3.5

Wind

Dir

deg

—

-

-

-

270.0

266.4

259.0

256.7

248.3

237.0

229.2

The mean wird speed and the wind direction is not constant

vertically. The mean wind speed is influenced by the roughness of

the ground surfac? and by the vertical temperature gradient. The

wind speeds at higher altitudes are determined by the geostrophic

wind magnitude end direction. Data about the geostrophic winds is

necessary to study and understand wind profiles at higher

altitudes. Thesi? data can be obtained from Indian Meteorology

Department.

The significant change in wind direction with height causes

different layers of the- plume to travel in different directions.

This vertical shear of the horizontal wind direction causes



effluents to spread out. This can result in a larger plume spread

than that due to diffusion alone. If this spreading is not taken

into account, and dispersion estimation is based on single layer

measurements, the standard deviation Oy in the crosswind

direction tends to be underestimated.

In nuclear industry, though the routine stack releases are

non-buoyant, the release in abnormal situations may be considered

as buoyant due to the heat content of the effluent. In such

situations the accurate estimation of plume rise assumes

significance. The release is classified as elevated or ground

level release, depending upon whether the exit velocity of the

effluent is much greater or lesser than the horizontal wind speed

at the height of the release. Hence it is important to know the

wind speed at the release height.

The wind profile in neutral atmosphere is given by

U(Z) = U* K""1 ln[(Z + Z o)/ ZQ ]

where U* is the friction velocity, which accounts for the

shearing stress due to viscosity,

Zy is the roughness length characteristic of the surface

and K is the von karman's constant.

ZQ is generally an order of magnitude smaller than the

actual height o-f the surface roughness elements. The surface

roughness length ZQ ir> the scaling length for the vertical

co-ordinate. It is in principle the height at which the wind

speed is zero. For Kalp..kkam site V.he roughness elements are in

the range of 5 to 12 m.

The value of U* has been found to be in the range from

0.3 to 0.45 a/s assuming a ZQ for the site to be about

0.25 to 0.5 m. These have been evaluated from a set of data taken



during "neutral" conditions and in general conforming to the

following conditions.

1) The direction of wind at various altitudes remains the same.

2) Wind speed does not decrease with height.

More generally, wind speed profiles have been given as a

function of height as a power law as

U(Z) = U(r) (Z/r)p,

where U(r) is the wind speed at some reference height.

With the SODAR wind measurements at various heights the "p"

factor has been evaluated as a function of stability class during

land breeze and sea-breeze conditions. The values so obtained

have been summarized in the following table. Wind speeds at

heights up to 150 m have been used for the above evaluation.

Table 2

Stability * A * B * C * D * E

Land breeze * 0.39? * 0.363 * 0.390 * 0.422 * 0.457

Sea-breeze * 0.365 * 0.334 * 0.398 * 0.418 * 0.506

The wind profiles ar& quite site specific and the average "p"

value?; have to be determined with a larger set of data. Some

typical wind speed profiles under various stability conditions

are shown in Fig 2 & Fig 3.



3. STABILITY STUDIES

Atmospheric stability is a representation of the turbulence

in the atmosphere which affects the dispersal of effluents. Some

basic aspects about turbulence and dispersion have been

summarized in Annex 3.

Pasquill adopted a stability classification scheme to

differentiate periods of varying degrees of turbulence,

e.g class "F" with relatively little turbulence, as against

class "A" periods of high turbulence with others in between.

This classification which is widely used is frequently based on

vhe wind speed and the incoming solar radiation during the day

ar,d the cloud cover during the night.

Other methods of determining stability classification are

also being used;(Regulatory Guide-EPA,1987). These are based on

(a) vertical wind direction fluctuation (Cfip) , (b) horizontal wind

direction fluctuation ((J©-) , (c) temperature lapse rate (dT/dZ),

and (d) actual measurement of solar radiation. More details on

these ar& given in Annex 5. The SODAR equipment installed at

Kalpakkam determines stability classification based on the

standard deviation of vertical wind speed, C5w.

The frequency distribution of various stability classes

observed at each hour of the day and the total distribution is

given in Table 3. The data cover valid observations over a period

of about 10 weeks.
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Table 3

Time

in Hours

00:00

01 :00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

06:00

07:00

08:00

09:00

10:00

11 :00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

21 :00

22:00

23:00

TOTAL

*

*

*

*

A

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

4

5

10

5

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

31

B

7

5

5

3

2

1

0

3

5

9

20

27

31

38

34

36

30

24

11

6

7

12

6

4

326

Stabi

C

15

27

19

14

9

10

11

8

27

40

43

38

38

29

25

29

32

37

38

32

35

29

32

20

637

1i ty class

D

23

14

20

21

19

24

23

24

26

21

7

9

4

4

9

8

12

15

21

34

16

11

17

24

406

E

15

14

17

21

30

23

38

37

14

8

6

3

2

2

1

1

2

2

7

3

9

12

10

14

291

F

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

4

The same is graphically presented in Fig 4 & 5.



An occurrence of unusually large number of class "B" and "C"

conditions during night time have been observed. The stability

classification in SODAR is based on 0"w = U Gcf, a more direct

indicator of turbulence and hence vertical dispersion. Higher

wind speeds during sea breeze or the ensuing land breeze in the

nights resulted in a higher mechanical turbulence in the

atmosphere and this was classified as "B" and "C". This is of

significance as the stability category influences the choice

of 0*y and 0"z in dispersion estimation,

One parameter that is often used for stability

classification is Ce-» the fluctuation in horizontal wind

direction. For a routine and quick estimate of 0"ei the range of

fluctuation A.e-over a specified duration , usually one hour, is

read out from the chart and the classification done on A©-basis.

Given below is a table of one such s^t of data where the

stability class obtained for the site on the basis of A©- vaiues

determined by tower based instruments and as given by SODAR based

on 0"w is compared, the averaging time being the same.

Table 4

* A * B * C * D * E • F •

* 79 274 119 113 61 68

<5w * 20 112 ?16 149 147 00

The incidence of "F" derived from tower based measurements

is found to be rather high when compared to SODAR based

measurements.

10



Table 5 below shows the wind speed (m/s) at two levels and

stability class as derived from 50DAR data and the same data from

the tower measurements, both taken at the same time on the night

of 30 th August.

Table 5

Time TOWER SODAR

in ; Wind Stability *

! speed class #

Hours ; at 60 m *

Wind Wind

speed speed

at 50 m at 75 m

Stability

class

16.00

17.00

18.00

19.00

20.00

21.00

22.00

23.00

00.00

01.00

02.00

06.00

10.5

10.1

10.7

10.3

11 .6

10.9

10.8

10.4

9 . 3

7 . 4

6 . 6

5 . 1

E

F

F

F

F

E

F

E

C

C

C

F

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

8 . 4

8 . 3

8 . 6

8 . 8

9 . 4

8 . 0

7 . 1

7 . 1

6 . 1

5 . 1

4 . 6

4 . 5

9 . 0

8 . 8

9 . 9

9 . 6

10.8

10.9

8 . 8

10.4

8 . 7

7 . 6

6 . 5

7 . 7

A

B

B

C

B

C

B

B

B

C

D

E

11



The basis tor stability class determination for tower and

SODAR is given below.

Stability TOWER * SODAR Derived

class Ae-deg # 0"w m/s O*5jT deg

A > 51 * > 0.95 > 11.5

B 37 < 51 * 0.75 < 0.95 10.0 < 11.5

C 26 < 36 * 0.55 < 0.75 7.8 < 10.0

D 19 < 25 * 0.45 < 0.55 5.0 < 7.8

E 13 < 18 * 0.25 < 0.45 2.4 < 5.0

F < 12 * < 0.25 < 2.4

High speed winds result in higher turbulence resulting in

large values of 0"w. The atmosphere with larger value of Ow is

classified as "B" or "C" in SODAR as per the above table. But, as

0"w/u = 0*p (u is the wind speed), higher wind speeds would lead to

smaller 0~<p, the standard deviation of vertical wind direction.

Thus a stability condition classified by SODAR as "B" or "C" on

the basis of a higher <5w arising out of strong winds, would be

actually classified as "E" or "F" based on (Sf» under Pasquill

diffusion scheme. This anomaly is clearly brought out in Table 5

where a lesser incidence of "E"or "F" in the SODAR data has been

observed. However, this anomaly does not occur in daytime as

higher winds will reduce the thermal convection and hence

indirectly 0"w also thus leading to a correct estimation of the

stability class. It can be thus inferred that stability class

determined based on 0*w alone can not be directly applied for

dispersion studies in a coastal site like Kalpakkam where high

wind speeds are quite probable. Obviously 0*I» would be a better

dispersive parameter. A larger data set, both from tower and

SODAR needs to be analysed before arriving at the best possible

methodology for determination of the stability class for a

coastal iite. Thus to summarise, from the point of view of

dispersion characteristics and the applicability of Pasquill

12



curves for determining CJy and (Jz, stability class determination

on the basis of <5iT would be more relevant.

The following table gives the wind speed and stability

class (based on (Jw) as monitored from SODAR and stability class

as derived from <5a! from the same data (<5w7u = C5o).

Stability

class

Basis-(5p

D

D

D

E

D

E

D

D

C

D

D

E

This confirms that <5i would represent the stability class

better. Further, the recent trends have been to use the equations

•for CJy" -and ($7. , the diffusion parameters based on (Jo- and <3ty;

(Hanna,1982). This methodology avoids the reliance on discrete

classification of Pasquiil's stability class for estimation of

dispersion parameters. Measurements of (Je-and tfcp are the best

solution to the uncertainty. Obviously, if the wind fluctuations

are measured then more realistic value of stability

classification is obtainable as these are the actual processes

which lead to the dispersal of plumes.

Wind

speed

m/s

8.4

8.3

8.6

8.8

9.4

8.C

7. 1

7.1

6. 1

5. 1

4.6

4.5

Stability

c 1 ass

Basis-CJw"

A

B

B

C

B

C

B

B

B

C

D

E

deg

6.6

5.9

5.7

4.2

5.2

4.7

6.9

6.9

8.0

7.3

6.2

4.5



4. STUDIES OF THE CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY LAYER AND MIXING HEIGHTS

As the solar heating erodes the surface based layer in the

morning, the capping inversion layer rises and the convective

motions from the superadiabatically heated regions of the air

near the surface of the earth lead to thermal plume structure

seen clearly in the echo intensity plots of the SODAR. These are

best seen on days of clear sky, light wind, bright sun

conditions.

The vigorous turbulence, driven primarily by surface heating

results in strong vertical mixing. It tends to mix effluents

rapidly and uniformly in the vertical. The mixing layer is by

definition, the layer in which free vertical dispersion is

possible. Its depth is called mixing layer height signifying the

maximum vertical extent of mixing originating at the surface.

Mixing layers may be maintained by convection because of surface

heating or maintained mechanically by wind generated turbulent

mixing. Accordingly they are called convective or mechanical

mixing layer heights.

The convective layer height (hc) is measured by a monostatic

SODAR with the vertical beam. The vertical resolution for a range

of 1000 m is about 5 m.

Night time mixing layer is discussed later in this report.

Details of the algorithm for mixing layer height

determination is given in Annex 6. It may be noted that in

determining the mixing layer depth, actual measurement of Ow

i.e.,the condition of the atmospheric stability is used in

addition to specific data about (a) presence or absence of

elevated capping layers, (b) presence or absence of base echo

layer and (c)thermal echo intensity gradients. Thus it is

possible through SODAR to obtain more realistic values of the

mixing heights and then arrive at reasonably accurate estimates

for dispe'rsion parameters.

14



The average mixing layer heights obtained from SODAR data

have been analysed and is presented in Fig 6 and 7. Typically

mixing layer heights have been observed to be ranging from

150 to 750 m, the latter on a hot sunny day. Rather high mixing

heights observed during night hours is due to the mechanical

turbulence in the atmosphere created by strong winds. This can be

correlated with higher incidence of stability class "B" and "C"

observed during this period, as shown in Fig 4.

The thermal plume base dimensions inferred from the

echograms ranged from 75 to 200 m. Vertical velocities in the

plume were generally less than about 2.2 m/s. Characteristic

features observed in convective boundary layer are that the wind

speed is nearly constant and wind direction turns slightly to the

right. Table 6 illustrates this aspect where wind speed is given

in m/s and direction is in degrees. The height Z is in meters.

Time,STC

Sept.15

B 9.00

Sept.14

B 10.00

Sept. 13

C 9.00

Oct.6

B 15.00

* Z .

WS

WD

WS

U.ID

WS

WD

KJS

•AID

. 50

2.5

190

4.2

237

9.8

302

5.5

301

100

2.8

198

4,7

235

li .3

303

5.6

305

TABLE

150

2.8

193

5.1

240

11.7

302

6.5

301

6

200

2.8

213

5.2

237

12.1

299

6.4

304

250

3.3

203

5.2

248

11.6

306

5.7

306

300

3.6

224

4.4

242

11.6

345

6.5

306

350

4.0

218

4.6

259

12.2

310

7.4

317

Tha= trend is well illustrated through wind speed profiles

shown for "B" and "C" in Fig 3 cited earlier.
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The convective boundary layer depth has values between 400

to 750 m. In the surface layer Z < 0.1 h , the mean wind normally

exhibits strong gradients while the wind direction varies little

with the height.

At approximetely Z = n
c the wind shear is found to be

maximum. This is more so if there is an inversion at the top.

Sodar reflectivity is seen to reach a maximum at the height of

the elevated capping layer when it exists. The gradient and the

wind shear are found to be strongest across inversion layer.

Low level jets (high speed winds) have been observed at

inversion layers. A set of typical data is given in Table 7,

where these high wind speeds have been marked with an asterisk.

The data set excludes shear winds.

Table 7

400 1.2 *12.5 5.2 4.1 4.3 7.8 5.4

350 *6.8 #12.4 5.6 6.1 3.5 8.1 8.0 5.9

300 *6.0 8.5 5.3 9.3 9.7 9.5 9.4 7.1

250 *6.1 HO.6 *"'.8 #11.0 #11.5 *11.1 *10.3 7.9

200 5.0 6.6 7.4 *10.2 *10.7 *10.2 9.5 *10.3

150 4.7 6.4 7.1 8.8 9.7 9.6 8.8 10.3

100 4.7 4.4 6.0 6.5 7.2 8.1 7.7 9.9

50 4.0 4.9 3.6 3.6 3.8 5.7 5.7 8.8

Sep.14 Hep.10 Sep.14 Aug.2U Aug.29 Aug.21 Aug.23 Aug.24

9.00 00.00 7.OO 7.00 7.OO 3.00 19.00 17.00

16



5:. IYP1CAL CONVECTIVE LAYER ECHOGRAHS OBSERVED

The solar heating of the ground in the morning results in

the base echo layer rising above and the ground based thermal

plumes start forming. The continuous solar heating results in

strong convective thermal plumes and the stable layer rises

beyond the detectibi1ity limits set by the SODAR signal to noise

ratio. It is during this period that fumigation is known to

occur. Some basic aspects on inversion and fumigation are

summarised in Annex 5.

Frequently, a limiting stable layer can be observed that can

be properly interpreted as a limit to the vertical extent of

mixing. More commonly, the elevated stable layer is not strong

enough to produce an unambiguous trace or is out of the range of

the instrument. In this case, the top of the visible thermal

plumes does not necessarily indicate the vertical extent of

mixing, thus underestimating the mixing height.

When the effluent enters a stable layer, the vertical

component of dispersion is -educed whereas an unstable convective

region would enhance the spread. Often a stable layer (inversion

lid) is observed at several hundred meters. In its presence, the

vertical volume of the atmosphere available for mixing or

vertical dispersion is limited. Hence downwind concentration,

depending on the wind speed will be more than anticipated. Thus,

if the existence of inversion is not taken into account, then

the concentrations may he underestimated at larger distances.

Some aspects on inversions and their effects are summarized

in Annex 5 in greater derails.

The thermal echoes <?»re in the form of vertical spikes, wide

at the bottom and tapering at the top. These echoes appear when

the surface is warmer chan the air aloft, i.e., on a hot sunny

day with clear sky, (siiperadiabatic conditions). The individually

rising small scale convective cells characterized by high

velocity spikes arf.> called updrafts and the region in between

17



these correspond to neutral air having large scale, low velocity

downdrafts. The height of the thermal spikes is seen to increase

as the day gets hotter.

Table 8 shows a set of data where the inversion layer is

seen to rise as the morning grows with time.

Date/Time

Sept.l

Sept.3

Sept.4

Sept.10

Sept.11

Sept.12

Sept.13

175

D

E

-

375

E

200

E

-

-

Table 8

RISING INVERSION HEIGHTS

07.00

225

D

300

E

200

C

400

B

275

B

225

C

225

C

08.00

C

325

D

275

C

425

C

350

C

400

C

-

09.00

350

C

400

D

325

C

375

B

-

350

C

250

C

IN MORNINGS

10.00

450

B

500

C

325

C

350

B

425

B

-

275

B

11.00

450

B

-

300

C

575

B

550

B

550

B

475

A

12.

HOT

MOD

MOD

HOT

H01

HOT

HOT

00

DAY

HOT

HOT

DAY

DAY

DAY

DAY
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The study of the rising inversions is important as observed

concentrations are known to be higher than those given by the

models Decause of fumigation due to the downward mixing of

effluents, previously trapped in the more stable air aloft. The

use of height of inversion/fumigation as measured from SODAR in

calculating <Jz, would give more realistic and accurate

concentration estimates under such conditions.
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6^ STUDIES OF JHE STABLE BOUNDARY LAYER

The simplest nocturnal echo pattern is the stably stratified

ground based layer, often a single layer. A nonturbulent

statically stable atmosphere does not scatter sound waves but

the observed echo-grams are considered as arising from shear

induced mechanical turbulent mixing of the lower boundary layer.

Echoes from horizontal layers are normally caused by turbulence

in the region of static stability which may be surface based,

stratified or elevated layer.

Radiative cooling tries to maintain a neutral temperature

lapse rate but the layer becomes dynamically unstable because of

strong winds, more so during continuous sea-breeze. The height of

the shear echo layer in the night can be very accurately

monitored from echograms and is considered to represent the

mechanical mixing depth for the night time boundary layer. These

mixing depths have been observed to be 50 - 150 m during calm

nights to about 35O m during windy nights. Mechanical mixing

layer heights can be very accurately monitored by operating the

SODAR in bistatic rnode of operation. A combination of monostatic

and bistatic mode of operation would facilitate the? study of

turbulence in the atmosphere contributed by wind and thermal

inhomogenei ties. The antenna insta 1 1 atio1") at IGCAR has been done

taking this into consideration, although no observations in

bistatic mode have been made yet..

Vertical fi1amentar> (spiky) form of th;e turbulence,

superimposed over ground based layur has been span to occur at

nights. These are a result of wind shear and mechanical

turbulence due to strcng surfac? winds. Surfa-if? winds in the

range of 10 - 24 m/s nave been seen to l«ad tc unstable

atmospheres with stability catffgory "B" and "C ' around the

midnight hours on a number of nights. This is in contrast to

category determination of "D1' or "E" by the traditional cloud

cover observation me* hod suggested by Turner.
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7_i_ LAND - SEA BREEZE CIRCULATIONS

Land and sea breezes often play a decisive role in coastal

areas. This is a thermally driven circulation, due to the

differential heating between the land and sea surfaces, their

specific heat capacities being different. Land / sea -breezes and

Internal Boundary Layers occur more frequently and with greater

regularity in the tropics than in the middle and high latitudes.

More details on these topics are given in Annex 7.

Creation of a mixing layer over land, as the result of solar

radiation heating up the land surface during late mornings,

produces a low pressure region at the ground leading to sea

breeze during late afternoons. At night, long wave radiation

cools down the land surface more rapidly than the water surface.

As the air nearer to the ground becomes more dense it creates an

offshore wind which is the land breeze. The flow is seaward and

is normally more shallow and weaker than the Seabreeze. This flow

assumes importance from the consideration of impact of

released effluents since the effluents, though transported

towards the sea during land-breeze may return back towards the

land during the sea-breeze which sets in later. The onshore and

offshore winds experience a change of surface and temperature

Gradient patterns which under appropriate conditions may result

in recircul£.tion / fumigation which can lead to unexpectedly

high ef f luen1; concentrations on the surface.

The formation of the characteristic sea-breeze structure on

the? echogrsmi, represent ing the inflow of stable air from the sea

and the formation of tht? elevated inversion layers have often

been observed and studied. The onset of sea-breeze leads to

quenching of the convective activity, and consequent short time

reduction of the mixing height. This is because of the advection

of cool air f'-om the. stable air over sea passing over the hot

land suface which slightly later in time, again leads to

vertical thernal currents. It was found that continuous

monitor.ng of the atmosphere through SODAR with 10 minutes data
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averaging time could provide precise information about the onset

of the sea-breeze and the depth of the sea—breeze cells. This

information when monitored in real time could be of great

significance in identifying various sectors likely to be exposed

to effluents during routine or emergency releases. These

informations are important even from the point of view of

fumigation during sea-breeze conditions. Typically it was found

that on a clear sky, hot day condition, the sea-breeze would set

around 14.00 hrs and the depth would extend upto about 500 m in

about 30 to 50 minutes. The sea-breeze setting times on various

days and their frequency distribution is presented in Fig 8.

Table 9 shows the initial growth of a sea-breeze cell where the

center of the cell is marked by asterisk.

Table 9

SEA BREEZE CELi_S

Z 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00

in m WS WDir WS WDir WS WDir WS WDir

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

250

275

300

325

350

375

2.2

2.3

2.5

2.7

2.b

2.4

2.6

2.3

2.6

2.9

2.2

2.7

2.4

3.2

247

249

252

241

244

253

240

246

256

235

230

234

225

245

2.9

3.4

3.4

3.3

2.5

• 1.9

• 2.0

2.1

1.9

2.4

1.8

.1 .6

2.5

2.1

153

162

168

165

165

182

188

209

238

226

242

2fc>"5

264

242

5,2

= ,9

4.4

«>. 9

4.2

3.6

2.7

1.6

*1.3

1.1

1.8

2.2

.. .9

2.1

161

154

153

155

157

159

171

195

217

242

261

278

279

288

6.3

5.7

5.8

5.6

4.9

4.3

3.5

3.7

2.7

2.1

i.9

tl.O

*0.4

0.7

139

142

141

145

145

142

135

135

125

129

149

140

231

278
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It may be noted that at 10.00 Hrs the sea-breeze has not yet

set. At 11.OO Hrs, it has sat and the center is weakly formed

at 175 m with the return flow at about 200 m. At 12.00 Hrs, the

sea-breeze extends upto about 250 m and the return flow is beyond

300 m, the centre of the cell being at 250 m. It is seen that the

sea-breeze winds at the surface progressively becomes stronger.

Thus from the above table it may be seen that the centre of

the cell, which is a region of lower wind speeds gradually goes

higher and higher. The formation / movement of the cell with time

may be separately noted as follows.

Time 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00

NOT SET 175 m 250 m 325 m

It may be noticed that the wind speeds during sea-breeze

conditions have increased frtm 2.2 m/s to 6.3 m/s. and the return

flows are very weak at around 2.1 m/s. Thus SODAR yields

information about the development of sea-breeze circulations and

their variability in time and space is also obtained.

The formation and growth of sea-breeze conditions are

illustrated in Fig 9.

We expect to stud/ the various parameters related to

land / sea -breeze circulations, internal boundary layers and in

general the atmospheric dynamics of the coastal site, using data

generated by SODAR.
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8. COASTAL SITES AND RELEVANCE OF SODAR DATA

In the event of an atmospheric release from a nuclear

facility, the dispersion and trajectory of radioactive effluents

over a period of hours to days at various distances from the

source is of much concern.

Atmospheric dispersion is related to both transport due to

wind (function of wind speed and direction) and diffusion due to

turbulence (function of thermal structure). The relevant

atmospheric layer is that nearer to ground, varying in thickness

from several hundreds to a few thousand meters. Sufficiently

accurate and real-time information about meteorological

parameters like wind speed, wind direction at various altitudes

and the stability category would help nuclear emergency response

teams to make a proper assessment of the affected areas and take

proper precautionary measures.

At coastal sites, as highlighted above, the study of various

atmospheric phenomena like (a) movement of sea-breeze fronts,

(b) formation of inversions during evenings / sea-breeze

conditions, (c) inversion burn-offs leading to fumigation and

resultant downward dispersion of effluents and (d) recirculation

flows is of great significance. The wind flow pattern in a

coastal site is of inhomogeneous and non-stationary nature and

can be quite complex at times. Emission of effluents from a

coastal source at a height above the internal boundary layer

during onshore flows may result in prolonged periods of

fumigation with resultant high sur-face concentrations. Emissions

into the unstable boundary layer with onshore flows also would

result in higher than expected concentrations on the ground.

Further a simple Gaussian plume model can underpredict the

concentrations if the limitation to vertical diffusion caused by

an inversion lid or & stable layer aloft is

neglected;(Raynor,1979). Thus* the knowledge and data about the

inversion layer height is very essential for accurate prediction

of diffusion. The?se atmosperic phenomena are therefore best
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studied with the SODAR technique to permit reliable forecast

and estimation of dispersion in a coastal site. Simple tower

measurements are inadequate.

Weather patterns in a coastal site can be very complex as

they vary with time and space changes in the wind fields and

diurnal variations of dispersive properties of the atmosphere

based on either the wind or thermal turbulence.

Most generally accepted criterion for determining stability

class and arriving at diffusion rate over any site in general and

coastal site in particular, is that based on direct methods of

turbulence measurements rather than indirect methods of

estimating diffusion;(Hanna,1977).

It has been observed that even the vertical wind profile

patterns in a coastal site show significant diurnal variations.

Even during various nights, there are variations between calm,

light wind, stable conditions and windy dynamically unstable

atmospheric conditions. This is very much evident in the vertical

wind profile shown in Fig. 2 and 3 referred earlier.

It can thus be concluded that for the diffusion forecast to

be accurate and emergency response meaningful, comprehensive

meteorological data upto about 1000 m, available on a routine

basis during normal times and on a real-time basis during

emergency situations would be of great value. SODAR is ideally

suited to provide such data.
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7. OPERftTIONftL HIGHLISHT5

Some salient observations regarding the operation of SODAR

at Kalpakkam are given below.

* The setting of signal to noise ratio (SNR) is site

specific. One can arrive at the optimum value to be preset after

studying the echo pattern at various SNR settings. Too low values

like 1 or 2 dB will show up lot of dot structures at higher

altitudes on the echograms. An optimum value will result in a

much cleaner echo intensity pattern. Reliable measurements were

possible when SNR was set at 6 dB. With a SNR setting between 12

to 15 dE, it is possible to get good reliable data even during

light drizzle. A^ optimum setting of SNR is mandatory for a

correct estimation of mixing layer height.

* One can fix the maximum range and the averaging time

settings depending upon the resolution needed, the phenomenon of

interest, and the signal strength. For the present measurments

wind gates were set at 25 m, with maximum range of 1000 m. Echo

gate widths for vertical antenna were set at 5 m.

* It is a good practice to periodically listen to the

reflected echo at Vertical, North-South and East-West antennas

through the headpnones provided for this purpose in the system.

Any malfunction in driver electronics or the transducers can be

immediately diagnosed b*p this simple procedure. During the

normal operation, t'ie SNR from the first few hundred meters would

be in the range of 25 to 40 dB.

* The echo ir tensity plot upgrades itself every one cycle,

i.e., approximately every 20 second? (after one cycle of N-S, V

and E-W antenna soundings). However, meteorological data is

generally averaged *or a time span of 30 to 60 minutes in day

time and 60 minutes in night time. Sometimes it becomes necessary

to reduce this to study short time phenomenon ]ike fronts and

sea-breeze cell?.. When variations in 0"w ars to be studied, a

larger- averaging time would smoothen out the variations.

Therefore a setting of about 5/10 xmutes is found to be optimum.
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ANNEX 1

SODAR - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DOPPLER WINDS Vector components, sigmas from JO - 1000 m

in 40 range gates.

ECHO INTENSITY Qualitative backscatter, Cy2/Cv
2

from 10 - 2000 m in 200 range gates.

MIXING HEIGHT Fully automatic mixing height, Inversion

detection, Stability class algorithm.

FREQUENCY 1750 Hz, 100 - 220 ms pulse.

TRANSMIT POWER 75 - 150 Watts.

ANTENNA APERTURE : 1.8 m diameter.

HORIZONTAL WINDS 0-30 m/s + 0.2 m/s.

VERTICAL WINDS + 15 m/s.

DIRECTION 0 - 360 degrees + 1 degree.

AVERAGING PERIOD : 5 to 60 minutes.
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AUXILIARY INPUT 6 channels

COMPUTER Based on IBM PS/2 Model 30-286 with

graphics, 10 MHz, 1.44 MB micro-diskette,

20 MB fixed disk and 8087 math

co-processor.

OTHER FEATURES (a) Automatic antenna optimization

(b) Automatic fixed echo detection

(c) Automatic rejection of invalid data

(d) Completely programmable sampling

periods, number of range gates,

thickness of each gate and averaging

periods.

POWER 240 Volts, 50 Hz.



ANNEX 2

SODAR - BASIC THEORY

The SODAR (Sound Detection And Ranging) is based on a remote

sensing technique where the reflection of acoustic waves in the

lower atmosphere is studied to obtain information on wind

and temperature structure in the lower atmosphere. The system

operates according to the same principles as radar, but uses

acoustic (sound) waves instead of microwaves. The interaction of

sound waves with the inhomogeneities in the lower atmosphere is

very much stronger than that of the electromagnetic spectrum

conferring an advantage over Radiosonde technique. The

inhomogeneities generally manifest themselves as fluctuations in

density or refractive index in the medium.

A SODAR transmits a highly directional strong burst of

sound energy (50 to 250 msec in duration and 50-300 Watts in

power) at an appropriate audio frequency of operation (typically

1500 to 6000 Hz) into the atmosphere and listens for that portion

of the transmitted pulse that is scattered and returned.

Scattering occurs due to atmospheric fluctuations such as eddies

on a spatial scale of approximately one half wave length. The

returned signal is that scattered from many of these small

targets in the atmosphere. The signal is received either by the

same antenna (monostatic or backscattering mode) or by another

antenna (bistatic or forward scattering mode). In bistatic

configuration the antennas are separated typically by a few

hundred meters.



The cross section for acoustic scattering in air as a

function of scatter angle is given as follows;

(T(e-)=O.O33/ Cos©-fe Cos's- +003 CT
. . . (1)

where Cy and Cj are velocity and temperature structure

parameters defined as

C v
2 = t(V(x)-V(x+r)}/ r 1 / 3 ] 2

C T
2 = [{T(x)-T(x+r)}/ r 1 / 3 ] 2

where V and T are instantaneous wind speed and temperature at

positions x and x + r , the x axis is being arbitrarily chosen in

any appropriate direction.

Other parameters in the expression are,

k - wave number of sound waves

<5"f©-) - scatter angle measured from the initial direction of

propagation

c - velocity of sound waves

T - ambient temperature

It is apparent from e?qn (1) that

1) scattering is a weak function of acoustical wavelength,

2) tne backscattering ( 0°-180° ) is due to temperature

inhomogeneities only where C-j- is maximum

3) •there is no scattering at an angle of 90° or 270° and

4) the forward scattering at intermediate angles is caused

by both temperature and wind inhomogeneities,

i.e., by C j 2 & C y
2.
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The existence of an atmospheric layer of scattering for a

monostatic SODAR depends on the presence of a temperature

gradient and small-scale turbulence that create local

instantaneous temperature differences much greater than mean

temperature gradient.

The strong return signal can be produced either with an

unstable potential temperature gradient and little wind shear (in

a convective boundary layer) or with a stable potential

temperature gradient and large wind shear (in stable boundary

layer). Fortunately Cj never disappears completely, as adequate

scattering layers are present in the atmosphere most of the time.

The real strength of the SODAR system lies in its ability to

detect shifts in the frequency of the transmitted acoustic pulse.

Frequency shifts are caused by the Doppler effect and are

directly proportional to the speed of an air parcel moving away

from (lower frequency) or towards (higher frequency) the

transmitting antenna. Since the scatterers in the air parcel move

along with the wind, the doppler shift gives this wind speed

component. Thus a vertically pointing monostatic antenna can

provide doppler shifts corresponding to vertical winds. Tilted

monostatic or bistatic antenna configurations are used to obtain

doppler shifts corresponding to a combination of vertical and

horizontal winds. The total wind vector is calculated from three

frequency shifts measured with a three a>.is system in which a

vertical ax\s is combined with an orthogonal pair of tilted

monostatic or bistatic antennas. The doppler shift typically is

10 Hz for a wind speed of 1 m/s for a transmitting frequency of

around 2000 Hz.

Simultaneously, along with the wind characteristics, the

echo magnitude is detected by the vertical antenna. This

magnitude corresponds to the intensity of temperature structures

in the air mass drifting over the antenna and is used as an

indicator of regions of enhanced temperature fluctuations or

turbulence. Typical linear dimensions of the scattering volume
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are 30 m and greater. Because of turbulence, not all of the air

in this volume will have exactly the same velocity.

Meteorological targets induce a spectrum of doppler shifts

because their scattering elements generally do not all move with

the same velocity. The scattering will therefore have two effects

on the spectrum. The mean frequency will shift according to the

mean velocity and the spectrum will broaden due to velocity

fluctuations. Thus, both mean frequency and spectral width of the

received signal are related to atmospheric phenomena.

During each cycle of transmit/receive (T/R) sequences the

mean doppler frequency and received power level is determined

within each of the doppler wind altitude gates and along each

axis of the system configurations. For 1000 m altitude coverage

about 6 seconds of data is analysed. At the end of each cycle

of T/R sequence the measured doppler shifts are converted to

vertical and horizontal wind components. The return pulse is

analysed at different times following a pulse transmission,

giving us information about the atmosphere at different heights

above the surface. Many pulses can be averaged at each height to

get an average speed for a time interval as a function of height.

The received power for a backscattering acoustic sounding is

given by

Pr = Pt <Tlm Arc T L / 2 R
2

where Pr - received acoustic power

P̂ . - radiated acoustic power

(T(&) - back scattering cross section

T - transmitted pulse length

Ar - area of receiving antenna

R - range of the target volume

L - term which accounts for attenuation through

out the round trip and T/R transducer

efficiencies
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The theoretical limit of the power level to which an echo

sounder system receiver must respond is the acoustic noise

power generated by the random thermal motion of the atmospheric

molecules. Under most conditions however, the noise of the

wind across the transducers, birds, insects and especially

human transportation and industrial activities will exceed the

theoretical limits. The tranmitted acoustic power in a normal

sodar system cannot be increased beyond a certain limit because

it will make the system design very expensive and the diaphragm

of the trandsucer will be more susceptible to failures. The

tone-burst duration also cannot be made unusally long since the

duration of the transmitted pulse determines the range

resolution,(h = CT/2).

NOISE. ANTENNA AND SITING CONSIDERATIONS

The nature of the probe (acoustic energy) is such that there

can be many sources of interference. Environmental ambient noise

which covers a broad band of frequencies can present a problem

when the sodar is operated near populated areas because it can

mask the received weak echo signals. In addition to active

fixed / broad frequency noise sources mentioned earlier, there

a.re other passive noise sources like the tall towers, structures,

transmission towers etc.

Though active narrow band filters are incorporated in

electronics to control the impact of ambient noise it is some

times difficult to operate.' the acoustic sounder in all kinds of

environments. Some of the noise sources can be identified during

the site selection itself and suitable precautions can be taken.

Side lobes reflecting off stationery objects and returning at the

same frequency as the transmit pulse may be interpreted by the

SODAR as valid atmospnert? return with a speed of zero. To avoid

this the .intennas can be pointed away from the source of noise

and stationary objects. Noise present only for short duration

can be tolerated since this will be suppressed when the data is

integrated over a period of time.
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The limit to the effective sensitivity of the SODAR usually

comes from the ambient noise. To minimize the effect of this

noise, an acoustic enclosure is set around the transducer. It

absorbs sound reaching the interior walls from the top, and

attenuates sound coming through the walls. Ideally the antenna

system is to be located in a quiet area, away from traffic noise,

and rustling leaves. The acoustic antenna is an important

component of the SODAR system since its serves as a collimator

for transmitting power in a narrow beam in the transmit mode and

as a highly directional microphone in the receiver mode. The side

lobe rejection of radiation pattern from the antenna is improved

by surrounding it on the inside with a suitably designed

acoustically absorbing foam. The foam also reduces ambient noise

reaching the microphone. The antenna enclosures are of fibre

glass material which can withstand ambient weather conditions.

These are open to the atmosphere at the top and are tapered to

reduce the ringing effects. Antenna extenders are normally added

at the top of the tilted antennas to make the top edge parallel

to the ground surface, to reduce any noise contribution by winds

blowing across the antenna edges. The sound pulse is created by a

heavy duty acoustic driver that is mounted on a tripod above a

parabolic dish. The antenna dish which is inside the enclosure

focussE?5 the pulse and gives .it direction and inclination. It may

be noted here that for a paraboloidal antenna, the beam patterns

about the same for all planes through the axis.

Most doppler SODAR systems have a configuration of one

vertically pointing antenna and two other'antennas located along

orthogonal lines intersecting at the vertical antenna and tilted

inward so that three antenna beams intersect at a point,

vertically above the vertical antenna. The tilted antennas are

normally o n :»n(.ed toward'5 North-South and East-West directions.

The averaging intervals and the maximum heights of measurement

are generally user selectable and can range from 5 to 60 minutes

and upto 1500 m respectively. The minimum height for wind

measurement with SODAR is 30-50 m. Measurements at lower heights

are not possible because of the time required for the diaphragm
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in the acoustic driver to come to rest and for the driver to be

switched from transmit to receive mode. At 1000 m the effective

sampling rate for each antenna is approximately once every 20

seconds.

The SODAR installed at HASL, IGCAR is based on PS-2 machine.

A controller card and ADC board are mated together, internal to

the host processor. The digital timing and the frequency

generator are derived from the host crystal oscillator to enable

software control of the operating parameters such as pulse

length, pulse repetition frequency, averaging times etc.

It has three antennas arranged in a monostatic configuration.

The parabolic dish is approximately 1.6 m in diameter and

antenna is about. 1.8 m in height. The antennas are installed on a

peramanent base such as a concrete pad, and are held down by guy

wires. The transducers are driven from a junction box which

houses the preampl i-f iers, energy capacitors and driver

electronics. The junction box receives signal from the master

unit which is inside the laboratory, through a master cable. The

master cable whose length is around 175 m is taken underground in

metallic pipes to avoid any electromagnetic noise pickup.

The acoustic antenna enclosures are installed in a

relatively low noise environment, where the sound pressure level

is around 55 dB. An area of around 60 m x 60 m was cleared of all

the vegetation and raised to an optimum level, so that it was

well drained and free from the possibility of standing water in

rainy season.

SAFETY PRECAUTION

During instai .'.ation and test procedures as well as field

operation, one should avoid lookinc down into the antenna, as the

sound pressure level car be as high as 120 dB.
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ANNEX 3

TURBULENCE AND DISPERSION

The atmosphere is transparent to the short wave solar

radiation but about 34 "/- of the incoming energy is reflected back

by clouds and earth's surface, while about 47 "/. reaches the

surface, heating it in the process. This heat is transferred

through conduction at the air layers adjacent to the surface.

Surface heat is also transferred to the atmosphere by turbulent

eddies, convection in the buoyant heated air and latent heat

deposition at the higher levels. The atmosphere itself is

directly heated very little and heat is transferred upwards from

below mainly by turbulent mixing and convection. The variation in

temperature over a place (diurnal variation) reflects the balance

between the incoming solar radiation (during the day) and the

outgoing terrestrial radiation (during the evening and nights)

Temperature normally decreases with the height in the lowest

portion of the atmosphere at the rate of about 1 degree

Celsius per 100 m. This is known as Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate.

This normal lapse rate gets modified under certain conditions.

When the temperature at the surface is very high ( say, during

afternoons in summer) the lapse rate in the layers adjaT.-'nt to

the ground becomes very steep, i.e., superadiabatic. When there

is large scale cooling during winter mornings or radiative

cooling during summer nights the lapse rate in the layers near

the ground is reversed resulting in an increase of temperature

with height for a given layer giving rise to an inversion.

Inversions can also occur at higher levels when there is

horizontcil movement (advection) of warm air at those levels or

when there is sinking of air from higher levels (subsidence)

which would cause adiabatic warming of air.

When the temperature profile of the atmosphere follows the

dry adiabatic lapse rate, it is said to be neutral.
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Srra 1 1 scale motions, especially at right angles to the large

scale (average) flow are of significant importance as they are

the cause of transport of momentum in those directions. The

kinetic energy of the small scale motions is refered to as

"turbulent energy". Turbulence is of two types, mechanical and

thermal. A turbulence is represented by eddy motion. The effect

of eddy motion is very important in diluting concentration of

effluents. If a parcel of air is displaced from one level to

another it can obviously carry momentum and ther ial energy with

it thus leading to vertical and horizontal spread. Large eddies

result in large motions of the plume but little dispersion.

Mechanical turbulence is caused by air motion over the rough

surface of the earth and the resulting shear stresses. These

generate eddies within the atmcsphere which is generally a high

frequency phenomenon with fluctuations of the order of a few

seconds. During high winds the atmosphere is well mixed by

mechanical turbulence. Thus the mechanical mixing layer h m is

generally a nocturnal feature, driven by strong wind shear near

the ground. Vertical growth beyond h is inhibited but horizontal

disoersion can still take pl.?ce. This results in higher downwind

concentrations than would be experienced in the day time

convective mixed layer.

Thermal turoulence is due to the thermal buoyant forces,

resulting from ground h=ating and the associated convection in

the atmosphere. "his tu-bulence is of long period in nature and

is of the orde<" of few minutf'5. During the day solar heating

causes thermal turoulenie and the wind profile is flatter than at

night. as the .hermal "lixing is increased. It is these turbulent

eddies which le;aa to the s.pread of the effluent plume, thus

diluting the concentrations of poilutarts. In general the

combined effect of transport and diffusion is called dispersion

of the plumi;.



The importance of the convective mixing depth hc, is that it

reduces the dilution of concentration with downward distance thus

inhibiting or stopping the plume rise. h has a definite diurnal

variation, increasing in depth after day-break, reaching a

maximum in the early afternoon and typically decaying at dusk.

This will be replaced by the characteristic night time ground

based radiation inversion layer except during cloudy and windy

conditions.

Vertical turbulent energy is smaller than the horizontal

turbulent energy. It is strongly related to the vertical

temperature gradient and the density structure of the atmosphere,

which changes during the day. When the sun rises the layer close

to the ground is heated more than the layers above leading to

unstable lapse rates and thermal convection, increasing the

dispersion. Towards the evening and night, the radiative energy

input at the surface decreases and the surface layer cools

rapidly. This shuts off the energy supply to the convective

motions and the turbulence decays. This effect is in addition to

the radiative heat loss at the surface which is enhanced by clear

sky and low winds. A new stably stratified boundary layer grows

upwards from the surface in response to this cooling. Its

turbulence tends to be much less diffusive; effluents from

surface sources tend to remain near the surface and those from

elevated sources tend to remain aloft. Near surface winds can be

quite light, even with strong winds aloft because the turbulent

diffusivity is insufficient to transfer the mean momentum to the

surface layer. The temperature profile slowly changes and shows

an increase of temperature with height. These are called

inversions. Under such conditions, which occurs during stable

conditions at night, the turbulence is very low or absent and the

dispersion is severely limited. However the radiative cooling is

inhibited by the presence of overcast skies or low clouds and is

favoured under clear skies.
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ANNEX 4

STABILITY CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

Atmospheric stability is specified as a function of

meteorological parameters and can be determined in the following

ways.

(a) Correlation with temperature lapse rate

(b) Correlation with solar insolation, cloud cover and wind

speed

(c) Correlation with horizontal or vertical wind direction

fluctuations

(d) Split sigma method

At least six classes of stability conditions are known. They

are the Pasquill stability classes given below.

A ....Extremely unstable

B ....Moderately unstable

C ....Slightly unstable

D ....Neutra1

E . . . .Slightly stable

F ....Moderately stable

A brief summary of the methods for determining the stability

condition of the atmosphere is given below.

(a) Temperature lapse rate method uses the bulk vertical

temperature gradient between two levels in the atmosphere to

characterize the stability cont3.it.ion. It has proved to be a

reliable turbulence indicator for stable atmospheric conditions

and ground level releases. The mt?thod is not so reliable under

unstable conditions and elevated releases. The major advantage of

this method is that it is based on measurements which can he

easily and reliably obtained durinq all meteorological

condi tions•
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(b) A qualitative estimate of solar radiation during the day

which depends on the solar altitude among other parameters and on

cloud cover during the night, along with the wind speed measured

at 10 m level, determine the stability class. This method has the

limitation of being somewhat subjective.

In a more accurate version of the above method, measurement

of the incoming solar radiation during the day and net radiation

during the night is combined with the wind speed data to classify

the atmosphere.

(c) Fluctuation in wind direction is an indicator which

directly reflects the extent of atmospheric turbulence. Two

parameters are possible; Namely, O*©̂  and 0"5>, the standard

deviation of the horizontal and vertical direction fluctuations

respectively.

(d) In the split sigma method, the temperature gradient with

height dT/dZ (which is more representative of thermal rurbulence)

is used to characterize the atmosphere vertically while 0*5-

(which takes into account only horizontal turbulence) is used to

characterize the lateral turbulence. Only disadvantage of this

method is v.hat at very low wind speeds, it is difficult to

accurately measure and interpret 0"e- values.

Some other methods are also reported to be in use in which

temperature profiles sre combined with wind speed to characterize

the atmosphere into various stability classes;(Jury,1988). The

stability rlase.es predicted by this method are reported to be in

good agreenent with those obtained by the wind fluctuation

method.



In addition to the thermal influences of the ground on the

stability condition of the air, the wind also has an effect on

the lapse rate which is related to the stability. Turbulence is

largely suppressed in very stable air. Strong turbulence as a

result of high winds blowing over rough terrain, leads to

thorough mixing of air in horizontal and vertical direction. Such

rapid transport and vertical mixing of air converts any lapse

rate, from inversion to superadiabatic into an adiabatic lapse

rate. Very high windy condition on the other hand may itself be

the cause of large mechanical turbulence which can make the

atmosphere unstable.

The transfer of momentum upward or downward in the

atmosphere is also related to stability. Variations in wind

velocity and mechanical turbulence in addition to thermal

turbulence are greatest in the layer in contact with the surface.
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ANNEX 5

INVERSION AND FUMIGATION

As the sun shines on a clear morning, the nocturnal

inversion slowly begins to rise and is replaced by a neutral or

unstable atmospheric layer that usually starts at the ground

level and moves in the vertical direction. At some time later,

this inversion lid is elevated and the thermal convective ed'Jies

just formed mix the effluents, within the shallow unstable layer

next to the ground. This inhibiting layer which acts as an

atmospheric lid is also sometimes known as a capping layer or an

elevated inversion. This will limit the extent of vertical mixing

or dispersion of the plume in the vertical plane. Effluents

generated near the surface will be trapped between the surface

and the inversion layer. The lower the altitude at which the

inversion begins, the smaller the volume of air available for

effluents to mix with. There will be little mixing of the air

above the inversion with the air below it.

Fumigation occurs when an elevated plume that has been

dispersing slowly in a stable layer of the atmosphere aloft, is

caught in an atmosphere that is being rapidly heated from below.

This results in the enhanced vertical rnixinq of effluents. This

is a condition that exists for a very short time, a few minutes

or a few hours depending on the surface heat flux and the sky

conditions. Fumigation can lead to high concentrations of

effluents on the ground. For large inversion heights and for

elevated releases the fumigation will occur some distance from

the release point but can persist for a longer time. When the

heights are small it can occur close to the source but will be of

relatively short time.

Fumigation during periods of rising inversions and the

presence of internal boundary layers is illustrated in Fig 10.
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Stable air at elevated inversion layer restricts the

vertical dispersion of plumes leading to trapping of the

effluents. This condition though not effective for elevated

plumes, assumes significance during morning conditions when an

inversion layer burns off slowly leading to higher concentrations

for low level plumes.

Fumigation can also be caused by "heat island" effect over

urban areas. It is primarily the influence of the city's larger

surface roughness and heat island effects upon the stability

regime over urban areas. The greatest difference occurs on calm,

clear nights. On such nights conditions over rural areas are very

stable, but over urban areas they are slightly unstable or near

neutral to a height several times the average building height,

where an unstable lapse rate may be maintained even at nights due

to the urban heat sources. This layer may be capped by a stable

cool air aloft. Pollutants can be trapped below this stable layer

and mixed with the unstable air leading to night time fumigation.

Advection can also be at ground level leading to circulation

flows producing high effluent concentrations in the rural areas

surrounding the city.
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ANNEX 6

MIXING LAYER HEIGHT

The mixing height determination algorithm used with the

SODAR system at Kalpakkam is based on the atmospheric stability

and the presence or absence of a ground based or elevated

backscatter layer. This algorithm utilizes backscatter amplitude,

pattern recognition and average <5w" values for the bottom two

range gates to compute mixing height. The atmospheric stability

is classified according to the vertical wind speed standard

deviation Cw.

When the atmosphere is stable, a condition occurring almost

exclusively at night, the mixing height is defined as the top of

the ground based backscatter layer. In its absence, the mixing

height is defaulted to the height of <5v* measurement. Under such

conditions, the mixing height represents the top of the zone of

most restricted atmospheric mixing (adjacent to ground).

Atmospheric mixing is expected to be greater above this height.

Under neutral conditions, when the atmospheric temperature

profile corresponds to the dry atiibatic lapse rate, the mixing

height is defined as the base of the elevated backscatter layer.

In the absence of the elevated backscatter layer,if the second

wind gate shows stable <5w then the height of the first wind gate

is given as mixing height. When no elevated layer is detected,

i.e., in an uncapped situation, the mixing height is defaulted to

the height of the measuring range setting.

Under unstable conditions, the mixing height is defined as

the base of the capping layer, if it exists or the height of the

spike layer in the echograms. The height of the thermal plumes

gives only the first order approximation of the mixing layer

heights. The underestimation of the mixing lay<=r is because of

the limitation of echo sound sensitivity and the reduction of

reflected signal strength from eddies at higher altitudes.
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NOTE : LIMITATION OF CONVECTIVE MIXING LAYER HEI6HT (hc)

DETERMINATION METHOD

The vertically pointing beam with time-height echo

amplitude displayed is widely used to find hc.

The convective motions from the super—adibatically heated

regions of the air near the surface of the earth appear as

tapered structures or "spikes" on the SODAR echogram. These

plumes may not be seen to their full extent because of signal to

noise limitations. The underestimation of the plume height is

firstly due to the limitations of the SODAR sensitivity and,

secondly, due to the fact that the acoustic sounder sees only a

Dart of the turbulent spectrum (thermal fluctuations)

corresponding to a length scale of about half the transmitted

wavelength and that the eddy intensity at this scale fails off

rapidly with height. The upper heights at which hccan be observed

by SODAR depend on the meteorological situation, the

characteristics of the SODAR unit like transmitted power, pulse

width and the ambient noise.

To quote from EPA-600, "with SODARs a height of 500 m is

usually reached, 800 m is often reached and 1000 m is sometimes

reached". Greatest uncertainty in h estimation is when the

inversion layer either disappears or becomes too weak to be

detected. Such conditions occur in the early morning inversion

burn-offs or towards evenings when the atmosphere moves towards

being neutral. However most accurate estimations are obtained in

the presence of capping layers. Underestimation also occurs when

the measurements are averaged over a long time interval.

More accurate methods of determining hc are based on

measurements with fast response temperature sensors mounted in

helicopters or light planes and LIDARs. The latter method reaches

as high as net-ded but is expensive and very specialised.

Tethers,ondes have also been used for hc determination.
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ANNEX 7

LAND / SEA -BREEZE CIRCULATION AND INTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYER

Creation of a mixing layer over land, as a result of solar

radiation heating up the land surface during late morning

produces a low pressure region at the ground. The differential

heating of land and water takes place leading to sea-breeze

during late afternoons. At night, longwave radiation cools down

the land surface more rapidly than the water surface, (specific

heat capacity of water is 2.5 times that of land and diurnal

variation of sea surface temperature is small). As the air nearer

to ground becomes more dense it creates an offshore wind which is

the land breeze. The flow is seaward and is normally weaker than

the sea-breeze. This flow assumes importance from the

consideration of impact of released effluents, since the

effluents though transported towards the sea during land-breeze

may return back towards the land during the sea-breeze which sets

in later. These recirculation flows lead to unexpected high

effluent concentrations on the surface. However, the actual

circulation patterns will not be so simple and predictable.

The formation of an Internal boundary layer (IBL) whenever

air flows across the surface discontinuity between land and water

is an important aspect in any coastal site study; (Ra>nor,1979).

A stable stratified cold air mass over water can move over

unstable air over land during day time and onshore flow

conditions. Thus the atmosphere is divided into two regions:

(a) The lower region within the IBL with turbulence and stability

characteristics decided by the ground roughness and

temperature gradient and Cb) stable layer above the IBL still

retaining the characteristics of the low turbulent, over-water

flow. 7;->is will cause releases from a coastal source to behave

like a stable plume initially and leading to fumigation downward.

Since IBL with steep slope can develop in the leading edge of the

cold front, such fumigation could occur near the boundary

depend.ng on the effective source height.
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The onshore and offshore winds experience a change of

surface roughness and temperature gradient pattern. A mixing and

churning process in the atmosphere was observed during the

passage of the sea-breeze front. This mixing was attributed to

the strong mechanical turbulence accompanying the sea-breeze

front. Evidence for this was obtained through large variations in

the values of the vertical component of the wind and increase in

the height of the overall structure during the passage of the

front. Quite often, coastal flows exhibit conditions where plume

transport becomes a significant factor as compared to diffusion,

unlike diffusion in an inland site.
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ANNEX 8

COMMERCIAL SODARS AVAILABLE

A few of the commercial models available stre compared below:

AEROVIRONMENT MODEL 2000 has a transmit power level of

100-200 electrical watts with the averaging time 2-60 minutes and

vertical range of about 1500 m. It is based on IBM PC.The doppler

frequency determination is through an electronic comb filter.

SENSITRON MODEL has similar specifications as above but it

is based on UNISYS-PW/2-500 computer as host computer and IBM

computer as data presentation system. The doppler frequency

determination is through a phase locked loop.

The RADIAN MODEL based OP IBM PS-2 model 3O-286 system which

operates on MS DOS software. It has identical specifications as

the above models.

The REMTECH MODEL is based on PDP-11/53 computer and has

similar specifications. The special feature of REMTECH MODEL is

the frequency coded pulse transmission which reportedly leads to

better performance in high ambient noise conditions. It has an

inbuilt automatic temperature compensation of wave length to

maintain the antennas perfectly tuned.

In RADIAN and REMTECH models the frequency shift is

extracted oy Fast Fourier Transform techniques. This technique is

known to be superior when dealing with small frequency

variations an the presence of high ambient noise levels.

All the models have automatic fixed echo detection routine

and a sequence of acceptance tests built into the signal

processing software. This acceptance test is based on preset

threshold level of signal to noise (S/N) ratios and user

specified number of measurements to be included for the averages.
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ANTENNAS IN MONOSTATIC CONFIGURATION

TRANSDUCER AND FEED HORN ASSEMBLY



THERMAL PLUMES - MODERATE HEATING
20 SEPT 1990 10.43 Hrs.

THERMAL PLUMES - STRONG HPJATING
20 SKFT 1990 1 1.29 Hrs.



BASE ECHO LAYER UPTO 200m
ADVECTION LAYER AT 400rn

20 SEPT 1990 21.09 Hrs.

IJASE ECHO LAYER COMPLETELY FORMED
COOL WIND FROM SEA

20 SEPT 1990 21.39 Hrs.



GROUND HASED STABLE LAYKR
21 SEPT 1990 06.41 lira.

RISING BASE LAYER
21 SEPT 1990 07.5^ Hrs.



RISING INVERSION LAYER
LOW THERMAL PLUMES

21 SEPT 1990 09.25 Hrs.

INVERSION RISING LAYER CONTINUES
GROUND HEATING CONTINUES

21 SEPT 1990 09.42 Hrs.



INVERSION BURN-OFF AT 600m
STRONGER GROUND HEATING

21 SEPT 1990 10.15 Hrs.

COMPLETE INVERSION BURN-OFF
21 SEPT 1990 10.U6 Hrs.



STRONG THERMAL PLUMES
21 SEPT 1990 11.38 Hrs.

THERMAL PLUMES
21 SEPT 1990 12.59 Hrs.



GROUND COOLED BY SEA-BREEZE
21 SEPT 1990 13.30 Hrs.

3EA-BKEEZE (CONTINUED)
2\ SEPT 1990 14.29 Hrs.


